
Knowledge Checks on Food Sanitation Center 

(FSC)-2 Model

An Easy Outline for Sergeant’s Time Training
(Note to Sergeants: Here’s an easy training outline you can follow any time your unit has a free 

minute. A problem & solution format is provided below, with visuals if you scroll down. Use this outline or 
add more info as you see fit. Make it yours & make it matter! –PS Magazine)

Problem:  What method is used with the food sanitation center (FSC)-2 model, NSN 7360-01-496-2112?
Solution: The FSC-2 uses the three-sink sanitation method.

Problem: What is located under each wash sink?
Solution: A modern burner unit (MBU) is located under each wash sink.

Problem: What are the three sinks used for and what temperatures are set at each one?
Solution: One sink washes, one sink rinses and one sink sanitizes. The wash sink temperature is set at 
110°F, the rinse sink at 120°F and the sanitize sink at 171°F. 

Problem: These next questions are especially for your unit’s mechanics, maintenance leaders and 
inquiring minds that want to know. What MWO should be applied to regulate the water temperatures in 
each MBU?
Solution: Units must apply MWO 10-7360-211-23-1 to regulate the water temperatures in each MBU. 
This is done by adding a thermostatic control unit (TCU) to each MBU. This regulates the water 
temperature by turning each MBU off when the water reaches 5 degrees over the set point, and turning it 
back on when the temperature drops.

Problem: MWO 10-7360-211-23-1 also gives instructions for adding a water reuse pump assembly 
(WRPA), NSN 4320-01-621-5425, to the FSC-2. The WRPA is plugged into the MBU branch cable. Can 
the WRPA be added without a modification kit?
Solution: No. Units with the FSC-2 should buy the modification kit, NSN 7360-01-644-9471, through the 
inventory control point A12 account. The requisition is free and PM Force Sustainment Systems will fund 
the shipment. 
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